Solutions to the challenges facing the industrial market space require collaboration between customer and supplier. To provide local engineer-to-engineer communication and support, C&K has design centers located in Newton, MA (USA), Dole France, and Huizhou China. In order to develop robust product designs and expedite time to market, C&K leverages design and analysis tools such as solid modeling CAD systems, FEA and dynamic motion software, mold flow analysis, 3D printing & SLA, X-ray, SEM/FTIR, thermal imaging, force testing, and sound analysis chambers.

C&K has been providing innovative solutions to our customers for over 50 years, using our extensive industry and applications knowledge and the latest development and manufacturing techniques to solve the most difficult design challenges and provide customer and application specific solutions. Our manufacturing locations are ISO 9001 and TS16949 certified. To ensure quality, reliability, and long cycle life, as well as meet design to cost objectives, C&K maintains internal control of key manufacturing processes such as stamping, precision molding, plating, and high speed automatic assembly.

Please visit www.ckswitches.com to view C&K’s full product offering and list of partners and distributors. The “Ask a specialist” function on the website allows direct contact to each C&K product manager to leverage your C&K product knowledge.
Performance, reliability, and durability are key requirements when it comes to keeping residential and commercial buildings safe, comfortable, and energy efficient. Home owners and building managers expect their HVAC, lighting, and safety & security systems to function reliably around the clock.

C&K products, with their reputation for high quality and long cycle life, are ideally suited for demanding applications in harsh environments. By working directly with customers, C&K provides application specific, custom solutions to our customer’s most challenging requirements.

C&K’s unique Coded Rotary DIP / Keyswitch Keylock switches are ideal for a wide variety of applications, including:

- **Nurse call systems**
- **Security cameras & controllers**
- **Intrusion alarms & security systems**

**HVAC & ENERGY MANAGEMENT**

- **Furnaces & air handler units**
- **HVAC control boards**
- **Wall-mounted heaters**
- **Programmable thermostats**
- **Air dampers & zone controls**
- **Boiler controls**
- **Domotics controllers & keypads**
- **Solar inverters**

**LIGHTING**

- **Occupancy sensors**
- **Lighting controllers**
- **Timers & relays**
- **Programmable switches**
- **Shutter & blind controllers**

www.ckswitches.com